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Abstract
This paper develops a fundamental understanding of multidatabase concurrency control,
which reveals the principles of multidatabase concurrency control to accommodate the two-level
hierarchy of globally and locally independent transaction mallagemcnts. Local extensibility is

proposed as a unifying principle in the combination of global and local transaction managements.
Under this general principle, the key issues of ensuring the isolation and semantic atomicity of

global transactions are addressed. Correctness criteria are formulated for various situations
and recoverable global transactions arc constructed. Our discussions are conduded upon the
only basic assumptions of serializability and recoverability all local database systems. The
preservation of the necessary balance between the demands of global transaction management
and local autonomy provide us with an enhanced theoretical understanding of the limitations
of global transaction management in multidataba.se systems.

Key Words: Multidatabases, transaction management 1 concurrency control, local extensibility,
compensating serializability, recoverability
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Introduction

This paper investigates those problems that arise in Illultidalabase systems (MDBSs) at the level
of transaction management. The role of a transaction manager is the preservation of the atomicity, isolation, and durability [GraS1, HRS3, OV91] of transactions. In a multidatabase model,
transaction management is handled at both the global and local levels. A global transaction manager (GTM) is superimposed upon a set of local autonomous database systems (LDBSs). Global
transactions are submitted to the global transaction manager, where they are parsed into a set of
global sllbtransadions to be individually submitted to local transaction management systems. At
the same time, local transactions are directly suhmltted to the local transaction management systems. Each local transaction management system preserves the atomicity, isolation, and durability
of both local and global subtransactions at its sHe. It is left to the global transaction manager to
maintain the atomicity and isolation of global transactions.
The overriding concern of any MDBS is the preservation of local autonomy. Aspects of local
autonomy sllch as design, execution, and control have been studied in [Lit86, GMK88, BS88,
PuSS, Vei90], and tlIeir effect on mu.ltidatabase systems is discussed in [DEK90]. By definition,
a tllllltidatabase system may not have full control over its component database systems, and it
must be structured to accommodate the heterogeneity of local database systems. The autonomy of
its component databases distinguishes multidatabase systems from traditional distributed database
systems. Therefore, many of the early techniques developed for distributed database systems are not
applicable to multidatabase systems, necessitating the formulation of new principles and protocols.
The goal of concurrency control is to ensure that transactions behave as if they are executed in
isolation. The most popular correctness criterion for concurrency control is serializability [BHG87jl.
The difficulty of maintaining serializallility in multidatabase systems has been made evident in
the recent literature [BSSS, Pu8S, DES9, GRS91, VW92].

To preserve the isolation of global

transactions without violation oflocal autonomy, a global concurrency controller or scheduler must
ensures the correct execution of global transactions while allowing such executions to interleave
with the globally uncontrolled execution of local transactions at local sites (LSs). Since global
slll>transactions are received by local transaction management systems and treated there as local
transactions, the global concurrency controller must formulate its correctness criterion in a manner
whidl is consistent with the loca11evel.
In this paper, we shall study the principles of multidatabase transaction management in a
scenario in which the local database systems are required only to ensure serializability and recoverability [BHG87]. In particular, we shall advance a unifying principle that guides illultidatabase
transaction management without placing additional restrictions on local database systems. This
lIn this paper, seriaJizability refers to conflict ~crializability.
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is accomplished by defining properties pertaining to the execution of global transactions such that
they still hold when interleaved with the globally uncontrolled execution of local transactions. We
then discuss in detail the enforcement of tlllS principle. The approach proposed hert'! exploits the
potential of a combination of global and local transaction management in the two-level hierarchical
multidatabase architecture while preserving local autonomy. The preservation of the necessary
balance between the demands of global transaction management and local autonomy provide us
with an enhanced theoretical understanding of tlle limltations of global transaction management.

2

The MDBS Model and Terminology

In thls section, we shall provide a precise definition of the system uncler consideration and introduce

basic notation and terminology.

2.1

The Hierarchical System Model

A multidatabase is the union of all data items stored at the particillating local sites. An MDBS
consists of a set of {LDBSi , for 1 .::; i .::; m}, where each DDBS, is an autonomolls database
management system on a set of data items D i at the local site LS,; a set of servers associated with
each LDBSj and a global transaction manager (GTM), which is superimposed on the LOBSs and
servers. We denote the set of all data items in a local site LSi by D; for i = 1, ,." m and the set
of all data items in the multidatabase by V. Thus, V = U::;l Dj. We assullle that local databases
are disjoint; that is, Di n Dj = 0, i

i- j.

To distinguish between data items prior to llluitidatabase

integration, the set of data items at a local site LSi is partitioned into local data items, denoted

LDi, and global data items, denoted GD;, such that LD; n GD j = 0 and Di = LD j U OD;. The
set of all global data items is denoted GD, GD:::

U~l GDj.

Figure I illustrates this model.

We assume that the GTM submits global transaction operations to the LOBSs through the
servers, which act as the interface between the GTM and the LOBSs. The operations uelonging
to one global subtransaction are then submitted to an individual LOBS by the server as a single
transaction. We also assume that the completion of these submitted operations is acknowledged
by the LOBSs to the GTM through the servers. The GTM can thus control the execution order of
gloual transactions by controlling their submission order.
We consider that each LDBS can deal with those failures which may occur at its local site,
such as local transaction and global subtransaction failures, as well as with system and media
failures [BHG87]. The GTM must have the ability to respond to additional failures, such

3.<;

glohal

transaction, server, site, and communication failures [BST92]. In this paper, we shall consider only
global transaction failures. The failure of a global transaction is indicated by an aborting of its
subtransaction.
3
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Figure I: Two-level conceptual multidatabase architecture.
As a necessary assumption of this paper, we presume that the concurrency control and failure

recovery mechanisms of LDI3Ss ensure serlalizability and rccoverability. However, no restriction 1s
imposed on these mechanisms.

2.2

Basic Terminology

Following the traditional approach, a database state is defined as a mapping of every data item
to a value of its domain, and integrity constraints are formulas in predicate calculus that express
relationships of data items that a database must satisfy. In an MDBS system, there are three types
of integrity constraints: local integrity constmints are defined on local data items at a single local
sitej local/global integ1'ity cOllslmints are defined between local and global data items; and global
integlity constmints are defined on global data items. The consistency of database state is then

defined as follows:
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Definition 2.1 (Database consistency) A local database
integrity constraints that a1'e defined at the local site,

,~tate i,~

consistent if it pr'cserues all

A multidatabase

,~tatc

is consistent if it

preserves all inte{]1"ity constraints defined in the MDBS envi1'Onmcnt.
In this paper, a tmnsaction is a sequence of read and write operations resulting from the

execution of a transaction program. Such a program is conventionaUy written in a high-level programming language, with assignments, loops, conditional statements, and otller control structures,
For the elements of a transaction, we denote the read and write operations as r(x) and w( x) (possibly subscripted), We shall alternatively use r(x, v) (or w(x, v)) to denote an operation which reads
(or writes) a value
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from (or to) the data item x. Two operations conflict with each other if

they access the same data item and at least one of them is a write operation. The execution of a
transaction transfers a database from one consistent state to another.
In an MDBS environment, a local transaction is a transaction that accesses the data items at

a single local site, A global tmnsaetion is a set of global subtmnsaetions, within which each global
subtransaction is a transaction accessing the data items at a single local site. In tltis paper, we
assume that each global transaction has only one subtransaction at each local sile, The execution
of a global transaction transfers a multidatabase from one consistent state to another.
A schedule over a set of transactions is a partial order of all and only the operations of those
transactions which orders all conflicting operations and which respects the order of operations
specified by the transactions, A mOTe formal defiltition of a schedule can also be found in [BHG87,
Had88], A local schedule

th js a schedule over both local transactions and global subtransactiOIlS

which are executed at. the local site ISk. A global schedule S is the combination of all local
schedules, while a global subschedule S9 is S restricted to the sel 9 of global transactions in S, We
denote

01

-"<s

02

if operation

01

is executed before operation

02

in schedule s. We denote T 1 -<;r T 2

if 1'1 precedes T2 in the serialization order of s. The correctness of i:L schedule is defined as follows:

Definition 2.2 (Schedule correctness) A schedule is cOl'rect if it prese1'Ves all integrity

C01!-

stmints that a1'e defined in the database system and each transaction in S l'eads only a consistent
database state,
Following [BHG87, HadSS], we assume the availability of four basic transaction operations:

r(x),w(x),c, and a, where c and a are commit and abort termination operations and r(x) and
w(x) are read and write operations in a local database. Two operations conflict with each other
if they access the same data item and at least one of them is a write operation. A transaction is a
partial order of read, write, commit, and abort operations which must specify the order of conllicting
operations and which contains exactly one termination operation as the maximum (last) element

in the partial order. A more formal definition of a transaction can be found in [BHG87, HadS8].
OPT denotes the set of operations contained in transaction T, Two local transactions T, and T j

5

conflict, denoted T; ..!:, T j , if there exlst conflicting operations

Oi

and OJ such that

0i

E OPT; and

OJ E OPT]"
The operations in different subtransactions of a global transaction are also partially ordered
according to their value dependencies, which is defined as follows:

Definition 2.3 (Value dependency) Let global transaction Gi = {Gil,Gi2,"',Gim}· Gi;, is
value dependent on Gijp""Gi;H (1 ::; jt"",]t

:s

m), denoted Gi;1 -v GU'I Gij] -v Gjj"

..., Gij'_l ---;.,) Gij" if there existwij,(:qj,) E OPGiJ"Ti;,_I(Xi;,_I) E OPGiJr_I,···,Ti;,_I(Xi;,_I) E
OPGij,_1

.<;uch that Xi;, = J(Xij'_I' ..., Xi;,_I) f01' some Junction f·

That is, the execution of all write operation in Gj;, is determined by the values read by
filjI' ... , Gij,_r

We assume that value-dependencies are the only relationships definecl among the

global sub transactions of each global transaction.

3

A General Principle - Local Extensibility

In this section, we shall advance a general principle that unifies global and local transaction management so as to maintain the correct execution of global and local transactions in an MDBS
environment without violation of local autonomy. Due to local autonomy, the global transaction
manager cannot predict local interactions without placing restrictions on local sites. It is therefore
appropriate to instead place restrictions on the global level to accommodate the local autonomous
environments,
Let S be a global schedule and S9 be its global subschedule. At the global level, the GTM can
control the su brnission of global transactions to local sites and, consequently, the execution order of
global transactions in S. However, it must also maintain the correct execution of global transactions
in S, with S containing a mixture of operations from both global and local transactions. At the
loeallevel, each LOBS freely executes both local transactions and global subtransactions as long as
local correctness criteria are preserved. Since the global schedule S is the combination of all local
schedules, the correct execution ofloeal transactions is already guaranteed at local sites. Thus, the
main focus of multi database transaction management must be to maintain the correct execution of
global tra1l5actions in respect to the globaUy uncontrolled local interactions at local sites.
Given any properties of a global subschedule enforced by the GTM, the interaction of local
transactions may in some manner change these properties, presenting obstacles to the investment
of global schedules with novel properties. A well-known problem of the effects of local indirect
conllicts on ensuring global serializability on global schedules iUustrates the situation.
Let 0 be a total order on transactions. We say that an order 0' is consistent with 0 if 0' is a
subsequence of o. We assume that a global subtransaction takes the name as the global transaction
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to which it belongs as its order symbol in the serialization order. The following theorem identified
in [MRB+92] states that a global schedule S is serializable if and only if each local restriction of
Sis serializable and there exists a total order 0 on the global transactions in S such that, in each
local schedule of S, the serialization order of its global subtransactions is consistent with O.

Theorem 3.1 (Global serialization theorem) If S is a global schedule, then S is ser'ializable if
and only if all 51. (k = 1, ..., m) are serializable and there e.xists a total or'der' 0 on global transactions
in 8 such that for e.ach local site L5k(1 ~ k :S: m), the serialization order of global subtmnsactions
in 8k is consistent wilh O.
However, even a serial execution of global sub transactions at a local site may not ensure that
their serialization order will be consistent with their execution order.
Example 3.1 Consider' an MDB8 that has data item a in LSl and b,e in £8 2 • The following
global tmnsactions are submitted:

Gl

:

wG l1 (a)rG I2 (b),

G 2 : rG 21 (a)wG22 (e)

Let L 21 be a local transaction submitted at local site £,'h:
L 21 : w~l(b)w~l(e).

Let ,'h and 8 2 be local schedules:

51: WG II (a)rG 2 , (a)
52: w~l(b)rG12(b)wG22(e)w~,(e)
and S = {51 ,S2}'

G1

-+

Though the execution orders of global tmnsactions at both local sites are

G 2, the serialization order' of /h is G 22

-+ £21 -+

G 12 , The serialization mYler' of global

subtransactions at local site LS2 is not consiste.nt with their' execution order'; this ar'ises from the
indir'ect conflict of G 2'l with Gt'l (since WG2(C) conflicts with WL 21 (C) and

w~,(b)

conjlicts with

~W)

0

To ensure that the properties of global subschedules are preserved when global sub transactions
are interleaved with local transactions, we must determine those properties of global sllbschedules
which satisfy the following two conditions simultaneously:
(1) the correct execution of global transactions are maintained at the global level; and
(2) the properties must hold even if the execution of global transactions is interleaved with
the operations of local transactions.
That is, a qualifying properLy of global subschedules must not only maintain the correct execution of global transactions but also tolerate the interaction of the execution of local transactions at
local sites. Thus, condition (2) distinguishes global transaction management from other varieties
of transaction management. Condition (2) may be defined more formally as follows:

7

Definition 3.1 (Local extensibility) Let S be a global schedule in a given MDBS model. A

prope1'ty P oj global subschedulc 8g is locally extensible if, whenever P holds for 8g, P also holds
when any

Sb ::;

8 g (5& ::; 89 denotes "S[; is a prefix oj Sg") is inte7polated by the operations of

local transactiolls that follows the COli'Cctness criteria for execution of transactions at local sites.
Thus, local extensibility defines precisely those conditions of global subschedules that must be
satisfied to pennil the unification of global and local transaction management without violation of
local autonomy. The unifying principle is formulated as follows:
Definition 3.2 (Unifying principle) The properties of global subschedules which maintain the

cm-reel. execution of global transactions should be locally extensible.
In the remainder of tltis l)<Lver, we will investigate the enforcement of local extensibility on
global subschedulcs and the effects of such locatly extensible properties of global subschedules on
global schedules.

4

Maintaining Global Serializability

First, let us consider the hierarchical structure of global and local concurrency control in multidatabase systems. As we have seen, due to the constraints of local autonomy, local indirect
conflicts Illay calISe the execution order of global sub transactions to differ from their serialization
order. Consequently, serialization may nol be ensured on global schedules even if both global subschedule and local schedules aTe serializable. In [ZE93]' a sufficient condition is proposed for the
GTM to determine the serialization orders of global subtransaetions at local sites. We summarize
the main concepts

a.'i

follows:

Definition 4.1 (Chain-conflicts) A set gk = {Gjk, ... , Gmk} of global subtmnsactions at local

site LS". is chain· conflicting if lhcre is a total orde7'

' ,....,,
G~i2k

...

Gijk, Gi 2 kl···'

Gimk on g". such that

Gi1k

~

, ('
,...., "",k·

The conflicting operations of (h refer to those operations that determine the chain-conllicting
relationships of global subtransactions in gk. If a set of global subtransactions at a local site is

chain-conflicting, then the execution order of conflicting operations determines the serialization
order of the global subtransactiolls.
Definition 4.2 (Chain-conflicting serializability) A global subschedule S9 is chain-conflicting
serializable if thel'C is a total ol'de1' 0 on g such that, for all local sites LSk (1 ::; k ::; m), gk IS

elwin-conflicting in an order that is consislent wilh 0 and Sg is se1ializable in O.
8

It is proven there that if the global subschedule is chain-conllicting serializable and the local
schedules are serializable, the serialization order of global transactions can he synchronized at all
local sites. Consequently, serializability can be ensured on global schedules. The cenlral concern
is that the execution order of conflicting operations of the global sub transactions can determine

their serialization order. We now formally show that the serializabiljty of chain-conflicting global
subschedules is locally extensible.

Theorem 4.1 The execution 01yJe7' oJ conflicting opcmtions oJ global subtransactions ensures that

their serialization orner is pe1'sistent to the intemctions of local t1'UllsactioIlS.
Proof: Given a global schedule S and its global subschedule .'19 with any G l and G 2 in q, we need
to show that if, for
01 -<'S' 02,

0\

then Glk

o
G 2 k -<~; Glk. Since

G 2k

-<s'

k

and

02

are conflicting operations of Glk and

-<;: G2 k.
01

Suppose Glk -;';: G 2 k. Then, since

conflicts

G 1k. which implies

02,

respectly and any Sb ::; Sr:;,

,fh is serializable, we must have

in any serial schedule .'11 which is conflict equivalent to Sk,

02 -<S' 01'
k

G 2k

Hencc,

02 -<Sk 01.

Consequently, 01

-/.Sk

02.

0

As a result, controlling the execution order of chain-conflicting operations of global sub transactions implies that the serialization orders of global subtransactions at local sites arc determined
at the global level. Sincc chain-conllicting serializability ensures that the execution order of chainconllicting operations determines the serialization order of global su btl'ansactions at each local site,
the interactions of local transactions with global subschedules at local sites will not change the
serialization order of global subtransactions. Thus, the serializatIon order of global sub transactions
enforced by chain-conflicting seriallzability in a global suhschedule is locally extensible.
Note that not all global transansactions can be arranged to be chain-conilicting. Neverthless,
there are mechn.isms that can enforce extra conflicts among global transactions, such as ticket

method [GRS91J.
The significance of maintaining serializability on global schedules is thai if local and global
transactions maintain both local and global Integrity constraints, then a serializablc global schedule
is definitely correct. In general, however, due to local autonomy, local transactions may l)e totally
unaware of global integrity constraints. In such situations, even a serializable gloll<u schedule would
be incapable of maintaining correctness. Special treatment mllst be considered [GM91, RSK91].
We will not address such cases here. In tIle next subsection, we will investigate special siluations
in which global schedules are guaranteed to be correct.

5

Relaxing Global Serializability

In this section, we present a new approach which ensures that two-level serializable global schedules

will preserve multidatabase consIstency. Consistency js preserved by restricting the views of global
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transactions in these schedules_ The resulting schedules are called view-based two-level serializable
global schedules.

5.1

View-Based Two-Level Serializability

In order to avoid the potential of poor performance which may be caused by global serializability, several researches [DE89, MRKS91a] have suggested notions of correctness based on integrity
constraints that are weaker than global serializability,
In [DI~89], a non-serializal)le criterion, termed quasi-serializability (QSR), is proposed for global
schedules. A global schedule is quasi-serial if its local schedules are serializable and there is a total
order on global transactions such that, for any two global transactions Tj and Tj, if Tj precedes
Tj in the total order, then ailli's operations precede all T;'s operations in all local schedules in
which both appear. A global schedule is quasi-se1ializable if it is cou.fiict equivalent to a quasi-serial
sched ule, 2
In [MRKS!Jla], another llon-serializable criterion, termed two-level serializability, is proposed:

Definition 5.1 (Two-level sel"ializable global schedule) A global schedule is two-level sedalizable,

denoted 2LS'R, iJ its global subschedule and local schedules are se.1"ializable.
As stated in [MRKS91b], the set of2LSR global schedules is a superset of the set ofQSR global
schedules_ Both criteria may not permit local/global integrity constraints that are defined among
different sites. In addition, valu£! dependencies aTe not allowed to be defined in global transactions,
The following example given in [MRKS91b] is illustrative:

Example 5.1 Consider an MDBS consisting oJ two LDBSs, whe.re data items a, b, e a1'e at LS1 ,

and c is at L8 z _ Let a, bJ c, e be the local data items and the integrity constraints be a

> 0_ b> 0

and c > 0 and e > 0_ The following two global transaction programs PI, pz and one local tmnsaction
progmm PL m'e submitted:
PI: if a

> 0 then c:= b else

c := 1

pz: e:= c
PL: a:= 1
if e > 0 then b := 1

Starting Jrom a state a = -1, b = -1, c = 1, e = 1, consider the following executions:
.)1

,wL( a, 1h( a, j h(b, -1 )W2(" -1 )rL(" -1),

')z ;

w,(c,-I)rz(c, -I),

2See [88G87] for the concept of conflict equivalence.
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The resulting state is a = l,b = -l,e = -l,e = -1, which is inconsistent. Note that S is both
two-level serializable and quasi-serializable.

0

We shall focus on two-level serializable global schedules and investigate conditions other than
value dependencies which must be placed on global transactions to ensure that two-level seriatizallle
global schedules will preserve multidatabase consistency.
We propose a view-based two-level serializability criterion.

The approach draws U]lOn the

observation that the view of a global transaction, that is, the data it reads, can ]llay an important
role in ensuring that its execution will maintain database consistency. The underlying concepts of
the view consistency and view closure of transactions are defined by relating the transaction views to
the integrity constraints that are defined in the system. The impact of such global transaction views
on correctness criteria leads to the formulation of the concept of view-based two-lellel sC1ializability.
This new correctness criterion, imposes certain restrictions on the view of global transactions that
participate in two-level serializable executions. We shall demonstrate that the view-based two-level
serializable execution of local and global transactions can maintain multidatabase consistency in
various practical multidatabase models. As this criterion is more general than serializability and
the view consistency and view closure of transactions can be efficiently enforced l>y the system, the
proposed approach can be applied to the execution of all global and local transactions [ZPB93].
We assume that there are no local/global integrity constraints th<:Lt are defined among diIferent
sites. This is a reasonable assumption, because due to local autonomy, local transactiOIIS may be
unaware of those integrity constraints and thus unable to maintain them. Note that since, in the
presence of local/global constraints, the execution of a local transaction itself may not maintain
database consistency, a serializable global schedule would be incapable of maintaining correctness.

5.2

Views of Transactions

Let t be a transaction. The read set of data items of t, denoted RS(t), is the combin<:Ltion of the
set of local data items read by operations in t (denoted RL(t)) and the set of global data items
read by operations in t (denoted RG(t)). The write set of data items of t, denoted W S(t), is the
combination of the set of local data items written by operations in t (denoted W L(t)) and the set
of global data items written by operations in t (denoted WG(t)).
Let

Ci

be an integrity constraint that is defined on a set of data items {dI1 ... ,dr}. Let D(cj)

denote the set of data items in

Ci.

Thus, we have D(c;) = {d], ... ,dr}. Let In(d) denote the

set of data items which shares a common integrity constraint with data item d. Clearly, if
the only integrity constraint that is defined in the database, then I n( d1 )

:=

Ci

is

{d 2 , ••• , dl }, I n( d2 )

:=

{dt, d;j, ... , dl}, and fn(d;) = {d 1 , ••• di-I, di+t, ... , dr} for all i = 3, ... , l.

We now introduce the concepts of the closure of data items and of transactions which are view
11

closed

all

a given set of data items.

Definition 5.2 (Closure of data items) Let D = {d1, ...,dl } be a set oJ data items. The closure of

D, denoted cl(D), consists of all and only data items such that the following conditions are satisfied:

• D<;d(D) .
• If dE cl(D), then In(d) <; cl(D).

Definition 5.3 (View closure of transaction) A tmnsaction ti is view closed with 1"€speet to a set

of data items D that it reads ij, JOT' any d E cl(D), dE RS(t;).
Let OS be the database state of V and t be a transaction in a scllechtle s. The restriction of

DS to data items in D ~ TJ is denoted by DSD. Let read(t) denote the database state seen as a
result of the read operations in land read(t D ) denote the database state of D seen as a result of
the read operations in transaction t. Let write(t) denote the effect on the database as a result of
the write operations in t and write(t D ) denote the effect on the database of D as a result of the
write operations in ("
We say that the view of a transaction t in a schedule s is consistent if rcad(t) is consistent. In
the MDBS environment, the consistency of various views of transactions is defined as follows:
Definition 5.4 (fJocal view consistency) A transaction tj is local view consistent at LSj ij1'ead(t~DJ)

is consistent.
Definition 5.5 (Global view consistency) A tmnsaction t; is global view consistent iJ rcad(tf'D)

is consistent.

5.3

Basic Lemmas

We shall now introduce the basic lemmas involved in the development of our theory.3
The following lemma relates the consistency of a database state to the consistency of its subsets.

Lemma 5.1 Let Gl , ... , Cn be the conjunction (A) oj integrity constraints, where C; is defined ove?'
the set of (Jata items in D j

~

1J for all i = l, ... ,n and Di

n Dj = 0 for all i:f j. Let

Di ~ D;

and

DS be a database state of V. DSDi, Jor all i, i = 1, ..., n, is consistent if and only if Ui::l DSDi is
consistent.
Proof: The proof of this lemma has l)een given in [RMB+93J.
3To facilitate comparison, we shall largely adopt the system of lIotation used in [RMB+93].
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As pointed out in [RMB+93), if lemma 5.1 is to hold, it is essential for the data items over
which conjuncts are defined to he disjoint.
Let {DS1 }t{DS2 } denote that, when transaction t executes from a database state DSt, it
results in a database state DS2 • Without loss of generality, whenever we say {D5't}t{DS2 }, we
assume that it is possible for t to be executed from DSl . The conditions required to ensure tllat the
execution of a transaction preserves the consistency of the state of a set of data items are specified

as follow, [MRKS91bJ:
Lemma 5.2 Let t be a transaction and D

~

V. Let {DSJlt{D82 } and DS1 be the database state

in which t can be executed. If DSP U read(t) is consistent, then DSf is consistent.
Proof: By the definition of consistency, there exists a consistent state DS3 such that DS!:URS(t) =

DSP U read(t). Let {DS3 }t{ DS4 }. Since t itself preserves database consistency, DS4 is consistent.
Also, since DSP = DSf,DSP =

Dsf. Hence, DSf is consistent.

0

We may now relate the consistency of a database state to the execution of transactions. The
state associated with a transaction in a schedule is a possible statiC! of the data items that the
transaction may have seen. Let Tw(D, S) denote the set of transactions in a schedule S that have
at least one write operation on some data item in D

~

'D. Let S be a schedule and D C;

1)

such

that (S,,)o is serializable, where Tw(D, S) ~ T. Let tt, ... , t n be a serialization order of transactions
in (ST)D and DSl be a database state from which S starts. The state of the database before the
execution of each transaction, with respect to data items in D, is defined as follows:

state (t;,D,S,DS t ) =

{

DSP,

if i = 1
D

state(ti_l, D, S, DSdD-WS(t;_I) U 'Ul7'ite(tP-.l)' if i > 1

Note that read(tp) C; state(t;, D, S, DS). Since the execution of both local and global transactions must transfer the database from one consistent multidatabase state to another consistent
state, it is essential for each transaction in a global schedule to see a consistent state. We now use
Lemma 5.2 to develop the conditions under which each transaction in a schedule reads a database
state that is consistent with respect to a set of data items.
Lemma 5.3 Let C 1 , ... , C m be the conjunction (1\) 0/ integrity constraints, where C\ iB (ieJined ove,-

the set o/data items in D k C;

1)

fOl' all k = l""lm and D, nD j = 0 for all i =fi j. Dei S be a

schedule and {DSdS{DS2 }. For any k = 1, ... ,m l if
• (ST)D" is serializable with serialization ol-der t l

, •.• , t ll ,

• read(tp-D,,) is consistent/or all t, t E Tw(Dk, S), and
• DS1Dk is consistent,
then state(t;, Dk' 5, DSl ) is consistent fOl' all t;, i = 1, ... , n.
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WhCl"C Tw(Dk, 8) ~

T,

Proof: The proof proceeds by incluction on the nnmlJer n of transactions.
Basis: (n = 1) Clearly, state(t] , Dk, S, D,'h) = Dsf", which is consistent.
Induction: SUTJpOSe state(t/, Dk' S, D,'l]) is consistent. We need to show that

state(tl+I, D, S, DS1 ) is consistent. Consider two cases:

(1) l/ ¢ Tw(Dk,S). Thus, sl.atc(t/+1>D,S,DS1 )

= state(t/,Dk,S,DS1 ). By induction hypothesis,

statc(tl, D k , S, OSl) is consistent. Hence, state(tl+I' D, S, DS l ) is consistent.
(2) tl E T",(D k , S). Since ,~tate(t/, Db S, DSd and read(tr-DI<) are consistent, by Lemma 5.1,
we see that state(t/, D k , S, n.rit) U Tead(tl) is consistent. By Lemma 5.2, state(t/+ l , Dk, 5, DS1 ) is
consistent.

0

From Lemma 5.3, we see that transaction views play an important role in ensurmg that all
transactions in a g-lobal schedule see a consistent state. Below, we shall investigate the effect of the
local and global views of global transactions on the maintenance of multidatabase consistency in
two practical MDBS models.

The Global Read-Write (G,w) Model

5.4
The

(;rw

model is dEO.fined as satisfying the following conditions:

• local transadions read and write only local data items, and
• global transactions read and write both local and global data items.
This model is applicalJle to an MDBS environment, where the originally independent constituent
dat,tbases may be viewed as the local data items, accessed by the original local transactions. Global
data items are then added by storing new data items in these databases.
We now apply Lemma lL3 to a specific G rw model and show that, when global transactions are
local view consistent, global transactions read consistent data:
Lemma 5.4

[Jet

S be a 2LSR schedule in the G rw model with no integrity constmints present

between loced and global data items. Let DS1 be a consistent database state from which S starts.
If all global tran,'1rlctions in San: loca.l view consistent, then,

fOT

all global transactions t; in S,

7'ead(t;) is consistent.
Proof: Since no integrity constraints (tre present between local and global data items, the integrity
constraints can be viewed as C l , ... , (.'",+1. Here, G'i for i = 1, ..., m are the conjuncts (A) of integrity
constraints that are defined over the sets of data items in LD, for i = 1, ... m, respectively, and C'm+l
is the conjunct of integrity constraints that are defined over the set of data items in CD. Following
the G rw model, we have LDi n LDj =

0 for i:;

j, and LD j

n CD = 0. Since, in the Grw model,

only the set 9 of global transactions access CD and SY is serializable, (Sy)GD is serializable.
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Let tl, ... , tIl be the serialization order of the global transactions in (S9)GD.

Since the global

transactions are local view consistent, rcad(tf-GD) is consistent for all i = 1, ... ,n. By Lemma
5.3, state(t" CD, S, DS1 ) is consistent for all i = I, ..., n. Since read(tfD) ~ stute(t" G D, '" DS1 ),

rcad(tfD) is consistent. Thus, by Lemma 5.1, read(t;) is consistent for all i = 1, ... ,n.

0

Following Lemma 5.4, for those global transactions in a 2LSR global schedule in the GTW model
with no integrity constraints present between local and global dat<:L items, local view consistency
implies global view consistency.
It follows from Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 that, given that global transactions are local view consistent,

local transactions read consistent data:
Corollary 5.1 Let S be a 2LSR schedule in the G TW model with no integ1ity constraints present

between local and global data items. Let DS l be a consistent database state from which" starts. If
all global tmnsactions in S are local view consistent, then,

/01· allioeal tmnsactions ti

in '" read( t;)

is consistent.
Proof: Since SDJ:. is serializable, "LDJ:. is serializable for all k = I, ... ,m. Let t1, ... ,tn be the
serialization order of the transactions in SLD;;. By Lemma 5.4, read(tJJ-LD;;) is consistent fol' all
i = 1, ... ,n. By Lemma 5.3, state(ti, LDk' S,DSd is consistent for all i = 1, ... ,n. For any local

transaction t; in SLD;;, since read(t,) ~ state(ti, LDk, S, DS1 ), read(t;) is cOllsistent.

0

We now are able to demonstrate that, if global transactions are local view consistent, then 2LSR
global schedules preserve multidatabase consistency.
Theorem 5.1 Let S be a 2LSR schedule in the GTW model with no integrity eonstmints present

between local and global data items. If all global transactions in " are local view consiste11t, then S
is correct.
Proof: Let DS I be a consistent multidatallase state and {DS I }S{DS2 }. We need to show that all
transactions in S read consistent data and that DS1. is consistent. By Lemma 5.4 and Corollary 5.1,
for all transactions tj in S, read(t;) is consistent. Now, let SLD;; be serializable with serialization order t 1 , ••• , tn. From Lemma 5.3, state(tn , LDk, S, DS) is consistent. Hence, there exists a consistent
database state DS3 such that DsfD k = statc(tn,LDk,S, DS) and DS:S(t n ) = 1"cad(t,~). Tlms, t n
can be executed in DS 3 • Let {DS 3 }t n{DS 4 }. Since DS~D;;uread(tlL) is cons·lstent, by Lemma5.2,
LD
. conS1S
. t en.
t S·!nce DSLDJ:.
. t en.
t II ence, <lor aII··
DS <1LD ;; JS
2
= DSLD~.
4
, DS2 ;;.IS consls
1,1 = 1, ... , 111,

DsfD; is consistent. Similarly, DSfD is consistent. By Lemma fj.l, D.'h is consistent. Hence, S
is correct.

0

In Example 5.1, all data items are local and no integrity constraints exist between different

local sites. However, since both global transactions in the given global schedule have inconsistent
15

local views, Theorem .5.1 cannot be applied. If we require that Tt(a)Tt(b) and T2(C) be consistent,
then both 1Vl(C) and w2(e) would be cons1stent. As a result, the local transact10n would not read
inconsistent data, tllllS resulting 1n a consistent local database state.

5.5

The Global Read-Write and Local Read (GrwL r ) Model

The GTlnL r model is defined

a."i

satisfy1ng the following conditions:

• local transactions read and write local data items and also read global data items, and
• global trausactions read and write global and local data items.
The GrwL r model extends the G rw model by aUowing new local transactions to read the new
global data items.
The results presented in the previous subsection cannot be directly applied to the GrwL r model.
The followiug example is illustrative [MRKS91a]:
Example 5.2 Consider an MDBS consisting of two LDBBs, 1vhere data items b, c, e aTe at LSI,
and a is at LS2 • Let e be the local data item, a, b, c be global data items, and the integl'ity constmints
be a > 0 --;.

C

> 0 and b > 0 --;.

C

> 0 and e > O. The following two global transaction progmms Pt,

P2 and one local tmnsaction program PL are submitted:

Pt: b:= 1

if a S 0 then c := 1
P2:

1

(L:=

c:= 1

pJ.,: if b

> 0 then e := c else e := 1

Stal"ting from a .<:tate a = -1, b = -1, c = -I, e = 1, consider the following executions:

S, ,w,(b, l)rr}b, l)r£(c, -l)w,(c, l)w£(e, -1),
/h: w2(a,l)Tt(a, I).
The 7"es1Jlting state is a = 1, b = 1, c = 1, e = -I, which is inconsistent.

o

In Example 5.2, the local transaction reads incons1stent global data. The problem here is that,

although Tead(tfD) is consistent in SGD, t~l 1s executed in a different local database state, in
which some global integrity constraints are actually not satisfied. Note that Lemma 5.4 still holds
in this contextj however, Corollary 5.1 does not hold.
The following lemma shows that, if a global transaction is view closed with respect to the
global data items it reads, then the union of the local database state it sees and the data it reads
is consistent.
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Lemma 5.5 Let S be a 2LSR schedule in the GTwL r model with no integrity constraints present
between local and global data items. Let {DS}}S{DS2 } and DSI be consistent. Jf all global tmns-

action in S are local view consistent and view closed with 7"espeet to global data items they Tead and,
for any global transaction tj, state(t;, Dk' S, DSt ) is consistent, then state(t;, Db S, D,c-'t) Uread(t;)
is consistent.
Proof: Since only the set 9 of global transactions write on global data items, we have Tw(G D, S) ~
(j. Since S9 is serializable, (SY)GD is serializable. By Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, stalc(t"GD,S, DS1 )

and rcad(td are consistent. Suppose now that state(tj,DbS,DS1) U read(t;) is not consistent.
There must then be an integrity constraint c between Dk and CD which is not satisHed. Let D(c)
denote the data items in c. We have D(c) n RG(t;) =f:. 0. Since t; is view closed with respect to
global data items, D(c)

~

RG(t;). Thus, rcad(t;) is not consistent, which is contradictory to the

llrevious result. Hence, state(t;, Dk' S, DS1 ) U read(t;) is consistent.

0

Lemma 5.6 Let S be a 2LSR schedule in the GrwL r model with no integ1ity constraints pl"esent

between local and global data items. Let SD" is senalizable with selialization

OrdCl'

t1 ,

.•. ,

t". Let.

{DS 1 }S{DS2 } and DB1 be consistent. If all global transactions in S ate local view consistent (md
view closed with respect to global data items they read, then

~~lale(t;,

D k , S, DS1 ) is consistent for

alltj,i= 1, ... ,n.
Proof: The proof proceeds by induction on the number n of transactions.
Basis: (n = 1) Clearly, state(t 1 , D k , S, DS1 ) = Dsf", which is consistent.
Induction: Suppose state(t" Dk' S, DSt ) is consistent. We show that state(tl+ 1 , D k , S, DSI) is consistent. If tl is a local transaction, then read(t/) ~ state(t/, D k , S, DS1 ). Thus, by Lelllma 5.2,

state(tl+l> Dk, S, DS1 ) is consistent. Now we consider tl to be a global subtransaction. Following
Lemma 5.5, state(t/, Dk' S, DS1)Uread(tI) is consistent. Again, by Lemma 5.2, state(t/+!, Dk' S, DSd
is consistent.

0

The followiog theorem based upon Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6 illustrates the conditions under which
2LSR schedules preserve database consistency in the GrwL r model.

Theorem 5.2 Let S be a 2LSR schedule in the GrwL r model with no integrity constraints present

between local and global data items. If all global tmnsactions in S al"e global view closed, then local
view consistency implies that S is C01'1"ect.
Proof: Let DS1 be a consistent multidatabase state and {D5't}S{DS2 }. We need to show that

all transactions in S read consistent data and that DS2 is consistent. Since only the set y of
global transactions write on global data items, rw(GD, S) ~
is serializable.

y.

Since S9 is serializable, (S9)GD

By Lemma 5.4, all global transactions read coosistent data. Following Lemma
17

5.6, all local transactions also read consistent data. Thus, for all transaction ti in S, read(t l ) is
consistent. Now, let SDk be seria(jzable with serialization order tl, ... ,tn • Since, from Lemma 5.6,
stnte(tn,Dk,S,DS) is consistent, state(t,,,LDk,S,DS) is then consistent. Hence, there exists a
consistenl database state DS.1 such that DsfD k = state(t,,, LDI;, S, D5) and DsfS(ln) = read(t n ).

Thlls, t n can be executed in DSa, Let {DS3 }t,,{DS4 }. Since D5fD k U read(t,,) is consistent,
by Lemma 5.2, DS{.JD k is consistent. Since DSt Dk = D5fD k , Dst Dk is consistent. Hence, for
all i, i = 1, ..., In, DS~..D; is consistent. Similarly, DSfjD is consistent. By Lelllllla 5.1, DS z is

o

consistent. Hence, S is correct.

In Example 5_2, no integrity constraints are defined between local and global data items. How-

ever, since Tl(a) in global lransaction t 1 in the given global schedule is not global view closed,
Theorem 5.2 cannot be applied_

Suppose that now we require the view of t 1 to be closed as

Tl(n)1'l(c)1"1(b) and t 1 to be serialized after t z in Sg. In this example, t1 and t2 do not read and

write local data, and each global transaction would therefore transfer global data items from one
consistent state to anolher. Hence, the local transaction L reads consistent global data and results
in a consistent local datal)ase state.
We now give the formal definition of view-based two-level serializability as follows:
Definition 5.6 (View-based two-level scrializability) A global schedule S is view-based two-level
serializable if 5 is two-level se1'ializable and all global tmnsactions in S m'e local view consistent
and view closed with respect to global data items.

5.6

Maintaining View-Based Two-Level Serializability

In this section, we will discuss approaches to maintaining view-based two-level serializability. In

order to ensure that a global schedule S is two-level serializable, the GTM needs to ensure only
that

sg is serializahle,

since the LDBS at each local site LSi ensures the serializability of 51. Thus,

in an MDBS, lwo-Ievel serializability can easily be ensured, since global transactions are executed
under the control of the GTM. For example, as pointed out in [MRKS91a), the GTM conld follow
a protocol very similar to 2PL [BHG87], in which the GTM maintains locks for every data item
accessed by global transactions. It therefore remains only to design protocols for the enforcement
of view closure and the detection of local view consistency for global transactions.
5.6.1

Enforcement of View Closure

Clearly, given any set of data items D, the computation of closure cl(D) is straightforward. We
now discuss the enforcement of view closure for global transactions.
After computing the closure of the global data items read by a global transaction, view closure
can be easily enforced, TIllS can be implemented by appending to the beginning of the global
18

transaction read operations on data items which are included in the closure but not read by the
global transaction to the beginning of the global transaction.
5.6.2

Detection of Local View Inconsistency

The detection of inconsistency is a classical problem to which much attention has been directed
[BB82, GW93]. When an update u is executed, it may cause a change of database state ST to S'1',..
By applying tests derived from the constraints, the enforcement algorithm verifies that aU relevant
constraints hold in state STu.
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 presented above have simplified consistency detection to the point that
only local view inconsistencies of global transactions need be detected. As the read set of a global
transaction usually involves only a few data items, the number of integrity constraints that mllst lle
checked is very limited. Thus, the detection of local view inconsistency becomes straightforward.
As stated in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, local view consistency of global transactions must be ensl(red
to maintain the correctness of two·level serializable global schedules. However, it is difficult to
determine the set of integrity constraints that is satisfied by the read set of a global transaction
when the global transaction is not view closed with respect to local data items. For example,
assume a local integrity constraint x > y and that global transaction G; reads only x. 0; may be
local view consistent if x > y is ignored, hut x may actually he part of an inconsistent local state.
Following the proposed theory, such partially covered integrity constraints can be ignored.

6

Comparison of Different Criteria

In the previous section, we advanced certain prerequisites to tlle correctness of 2LSR global sched-

ules. In particular, we have shown that 2LSR global schedules are correct in the G rw model if
global transactions possess a consistent local view. We have also shown that 2LSR global schedules
are correct in the GrwL r model if global transactions possess a consistent local view anel a closed
global view. In both cases, no additional restrictions other than serializability need be imposed on
LDBSs. In this section, these conditions will be compared with those advanced in the literature.
The correctness of 2LSR global schedules in the G rw model has been examined in [MRKS91a].
To avoid inconsistencies, both local and global transaction programs are required to be fixedstructured. A transaction program is fixed-st1'11ctured if its execlltion from every database state
results in transactions with a common structure. The correctness of 2LSR global sc1ledules ill the

GrwL r model has also been examined in [MRKS91a]. To avoid inconsistencies, global transaction
programs must possess no value dependencies among their global sllbtransactions. A global subtransaction

tj

is value dependent on a set of global su btransactiOlls t 1, ..., tj_l if the execution of

one or more operations in tj is determined by the values read by t], ... , tj_l.
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It is illuminating to compare the range of acceptable schedules generated by the present work

with those encompassed by the above method.

Let ST_2LSR denote the set of 2LSR global

schedules in which all transactions are fixed-strllcturecl; ND_2LSR denote the set of 2LSR global
schedules with no value clependencies permitted in global transactions; LV_2LSR denote the set of
2LSR global schedules in which the local views of global transactions are consistent; and LG_2LSR
denote the set of 2LSR global schedules in which the local views of global transactions are consistent
and the global view of global transactions are closed.
Within the G rw model, since ST _2LSR global schedules are correct, the fact that both local
and global transactions are fixed-structured implies that their retrievals from local sHes will be
consistent. However, the possession of consistent local views by global transactions does not imply
that botll local and global transactions are fixed-structured.

Thus, LV _21SR 1s a superset of

ST_2LSR. Within the GrwL r model, the fact that a global transaction has no value dependencies
does not imply that its retrieval of global data items is closed; nor does the converse hold true.
Thus, there is no inclusive relationship between ND_2LSR and LG_2LSR.
We now compare further the above conditions in terms of their applicability in the multidatabase
environment.

I\.s pointed out in [MRKS91a] it may be impractical to assume tIle presence of

fixed structured programs, since local transaction programs are pre-existing and may not satisfy
these restrictions.

Similarly, the prohibition of value dependencies is excessively restrictive, as

many applications involve data transfer among different local database sites, resulting in value
dependencies among the suhtmnsactions of a global transaction. In contrast, our approach is more
TJractical, since it affects only glohal transactions and the testing of local view consistency as well
as the specifications of global view closures in global transactions can be easily implemented.
[RMB+93] presented additional findings relevant to the present research. That work presented a
non-serializable criterion, termed predicatewise serializability(PWSR), to be applied in a database
enviroIlment in which the integrity constraints can be grouped into G'l
defined over a set of data items d j ~ D and d; n dj = 0, i

:I

1\ ... 1\

G'l , where G'i is

j. A schedule is said to he PWSR

if, for all i, i = I, ... , l, Sd; is serializahle. That research demonstrated that a PWSR schedule S is
correct, either if all transaction programs have a fixed-structure or if S is a delayed read schedule. A
schedule S is delayed 7'eadif each transaction T; in S cannot read a data item written by transaction

Tj until the completion of all Tis operations. This theory may be applied to an MDBS environment
in which all local schedules are serializable (termed local serializability) and either both local and
global transactions are fued-structures or all local schedules are delayed read. Clearly, the present
work has advantages over the application of PWSR in the MDBS environment, since PWSR is
applicable only if local transactions have a fixed structure or local schedules are delayed-read.
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7

Conclusions

This paper has proposed new correctness criteria on the execution of local and global transactions,
while value dependencies are permitted among the global subtransactions of a global transaction
and compensation is used to preserve the semantic atomicity of global transactions.
Note that, in general, not every global subtransaction will be compensatable. In such a situation,
other approaches may be combined with compensation. The proposed research on this aspect can
be found in [BST90, MRKS92J, where retry and redo approaches are used. While these approaches
can be combined together to enhance global transaction management, it is not hard to see that in
the combined approach, the criteria presented in this !)a])er are still applicable.
We have proposed a new view-based approach to ensuring the correctness of non-serial"izable
schedules. This approach rests upon the concepts of the view consistency and view closure of
transactions, through which data items read by transactions are related to the integrity constraints
that are defined on these data items. The benefits from this approach become clear through its
application to theformulation of correct non-serializable global schedules in multidatabase systems.
Global serializability has been recognized as excessively restrictive for the MDBS environment,
encouraging the development of more relaxed correctness criteria. Drawing upon view consistency
and view closures, we have proposed a new criterion, called view-based two level serializability.
View-based two-level serializable schedules were shown to preserve Illultidatabase consistency. Furthermore, this criterion respects local autonomy, since no restrictions other than serializalJility Ileed
be imposed on local schedules. Finally, as the concepts of view consistency and view closure rest
solely upon the structural properties of the integrity constraints rather than their semantics, such
restridions can be enforced systematically.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• The introduction of the concept of view consistency and view closure of transadions. We
believe that the relation of transaction views to integrity constraints provides an innovative
approach to maintaining database consistency.
• The development of a new corredness criterion for multidatabase systems. The new criterion,
termed view-based two-level serializability, uses the concept of view consistency and view
closure, to specify conditions that permit 2LSR global schedules to ensure multidatabase
consistency.
In future studies, this view-based approach will be applied to other MDBS models. Future research

will also explore effic1ent mechanisms for calculating view closures.
In this paper, we have investigated the restrictions on global transaction management necessary
to maintain the isolation of global transactions in the multidatabase environment without vlacing
21

restrictions on local sites. A unifying llrinciple has been formulated to accommodate the need for
autonomy on the part of integrated components in a multidatabase environment. The lack of globallevel knowledge regarding these autonomous components requires that we consider the placing
of restrictions on global transaction management. While most research work on multidatabase
concurrency control hrtS implicitly enforced this principle, tIle exad principle and its effects on
multidatabase concurrency control has never before been formally defmed and discussed.
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